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CARRY
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Household Safety
MRS. LISA

Your adult-friendly home has many potential
hazards for a child. Keep your child safe by
identifying the risks. Write down what you
need to change, then prevent or remove risks
to protect your child.
SUPERVISION IS CRUCIAL! As your child grows,
learns to climb and open things, be alert for
new hazards. Change your home environment
to make sure it is still a safe and creative place
to play and explore. Teach your child what is
safe and what is not.
Use the household safety checklist and tell your
mentor what improvements you need to make
in your home to keep your child safe.

Create Positive Connections
with Bedtime Routines
A bedtime routine for children usually consist
of 3 or 4 activities/rituals. These should be
done in the same order each night. To make
a more effective bedtime routine, set a
consistent time for bedtime. Begin with
winding down the entire household by
slowing down, dimming the lights, turning off
screens and lowering the noise level in the
home.
Typical bedtime activities that have beneficial
effects on sleep include:
Nutritious snack or bottle/breast feeding
Bath and/or diaper change
Brush teeth and going to the potty
Read a book
Play a lullaby or sing a quiet song together
Gently massage, rock or hug your child
Say a prayer
The bedtime routine should end with saying
"I love you" and assuring your child that
he/she is safe and that you are near.
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What do you need to do
to improve the safety of
your house?
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

What 3 activities will
you choose to begin
making positive
connections and
bedtime routine?
___________________
___________________
___________________

